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Abstract
There have been extensive studies of a random walk among a field of immobile traps (or obsta-
cles), where one is interested in the probability of survival as well as the law of the random walk
conditioned on its survival up to time t. In contrast, very little is known when the traps are mobile.
We will briefly review the literature on the trapping problem with immobile traps, and then review
some recent results on a model with mobile traps, where the traps are represented by a Poisson
system of independent random walks on Zd. Some open questions will be given at the end.
AMS 2010 Subject Classification: 60K37, 60K35, 82C22.
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1 Introduction
The trapping problem, where particles diffuse in space with randomly located traps, has been studied
extensively in the physics and mathematics literature. We refer the reader to the review article [HW94],
which explains in detail the background for the trapping problem and some early results. Here we
focus on a single particle diffusing on Zd according to a random walk, with randomly located traps
that may or may not be mobile. When the particle meets a trap, it is killed at a fixed rate γ ∈ (0,∞].
More precisely, let X := (X(t))t≥0 be a random walk on Zd with jump rate κ ≥ 0. Let ξ :=
(ξ(t, ·))t≥0 be a continuous time Markov process with values in [0,∞]Zd , which determines the trapping
potential. Let γ ∈ (0,∞]. If X(t) = x, then it is killed at rate γξ(t, x). As we will further detail below,
there are two fundamentally different regimes: The setting of immobile or static traps, where ξ(t, ·) is
constant in t (corresponding to the traps being realized at time 0 and not evolving in time), and the
setting of mobile traps, where ξ(t, ·) depends non-trivially on t. One can also consider the continuum
model where X is a Brownian motion on Rd and ξ(t, ·) ∈ [0,∞]Rd , which we will do when reviewing
some classic results.
Denote by Pξ and Eξ the probability of and expectation with respect to ξ, and similarly by PXx and
E
X
x the probability of and expectation with respect to X when starting at x ∈ Zd. The above model
gives rise to the following quantities of interest.
Definition 1.1 (Survival Probabilities). Conditional on the realization of ξ, the quenched survival
probability of X up to time t is defined by
Zξγ,t := E
X
0
[
exp
{
− γ
∫ t
0
ξ(s,X(s)) ds
}]
. (1.1)
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The annealed survival probability up to time t is defined by averaging over the trap configuration:
Zγ,t := E
ξ
[
Zξγ,t
]
= Eξ
[
E
X
0
[
exp
{
− γ
∫ t
0
ξ(s,X(s)) ds
}]]
. (1.2)
The above expressions immediately lead to the following definition of path measures, which are
the laws of the random walk X conditioned on survival up to time t.
Definition 1.2 (Path Measures). We call the family of Gibbs measures
P ξγ,t(X ∈ ·) :=
E
X
0
[
exp
{
− γ ∫ t0 ξ(s,X(s)) ds}1X∈·]
Zξγ,t
, t ≥ 0, (1.3)
on the space of ca`dla`g paths D([0, t],Zd) from [0, t] to Zd the quenched path measures.
Similarly, the family
Pγ,t(X ∈ ·) :=
E
X
0
[
E
ξ
[
exp
{
− γ ∫ t0 ξ(s,X(s)) ds}]1X∈·]
Eξ[Zξγ,t]
, t ≥ 0, (1.4)
will be called the annealed path measures.
The quenched and annealed survival probabilities and their respective path measures are the key
objects of interest for the trapping problem.
The trapping problem is closely linked to the so-called parabolic Anderson model (PAM), which
is the solution of the following parabolic equation with random potential ξ:
∂
∂t
u(t, x) = κ∆u(t, x)− γ ξ(t, x)u(t, x),
u(0, x) = 1,
x ∈ Zd, t ≥ 0, (1.5)
where γ, κ and ξ are as before, and the discrete Laplacian on Zd is given by
∆f(x) =
1
2d
∑
‖y−x‖=1
(f(y)− f(x)).
By the Feynman-Kac formula, the solution u is given by
u(t, 0) = EX0
[
exp
{
−γ
∫ t
0
ξ(t− s,X(s)) ds
}]
, (1.6)
which differs from Zξγ,t in (1.1) by a time reversal. Note that if ξ(t, ·) does not depend on time, then
u(t, 0) = Zξγ,t, and more generally, if the law of (ξ(s, ·))0≤s≤t is invariant under time reversal, then
E
ξ[u(t, 0)] = EξEX0
[
exp
{
−γ
∫ t
0
ξ(t− s,X(s)) ds
}]
=EX0 E
ξ
[
exp
{
−γ
∫ t
0
ξ(s,X(s)) ds
}]
= Eξ[Zγt,ξ].
(1.7)
Thus the study of the trapping problem is intimately linked to the study of the PAM, especially the
case of immobile traps. A comprehensive account can be found in the recent monograph by Ko¨nig
[K16].
Historically, most studies of the trapping problem have focused on the case of immobile traps,
for which we now have a very good understanding, see e.g. Sznitman [S98] and [K16]. Our goal is to
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review some of the recent results in this direction, where ξ is the occupation field of a Poisson system of
independent random walks. These results provide first steps in the investigation, while much remains
to be understood.
The trapping problem has connections to many other models of physical and mathematical interest,
such as chemical reaction networks, random Schro¨dinger operators and Anderson localization, directed
polymers in random environment, self-interacting random walks, branching random walks in random
environment, etc. The literature is too vast to be surveyed here. The interested reader can consult
[HW94] for motivations from the chemistry and physics literature and some early mathematical results,
[S98] for results on Brownian motion among Poisson obstacles, a continuum model with immobile traps,
[DGRS12] for an overview of literature on mobile traps, and [K16] for a comprehensive survey on the
parabolic Anderson model, focusing mostly on immobile traps on the lattice Zd.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review the literature on the
trapping problem with immobile traps, which has been the theme of the monographs [S98, K16]. We
then review in Section 3 some recent results on the case of mobile traps [DGRS12, ADS16]. Lastly in
Section 4, we discuss some open questions.
2 Immobile Traps
In this section, we briefly review what is known for the trapping problem with immobile traps, where
the trapping potential ξ(t, x) = ξ(x) does not depend on time and (ξ(x))x∈Zd are i.i.d., which has been
the subject of the recent monograph [K16]. We focus here on the lattice setting, although historically,
the first comprehensive mathematical results were obtained for the problem of Brownian motion among
Poisson obstacles [DV75, S98], where the random walk is replaced by a Brownian motion in Rd, and
the traps are balls whose centers follow a homogeneous Poisson point process on Rd. As we will
explain, the basic tools in the analysis of the trapping problem with i.i.d. immobile traps are large
deviation theory and spectral techniques.
2.1 Annealed Asymptotics
We first consider the annealed survival probability Zγ,t (equivalently, E
ξ[u(t, 0)] for the PAM). Using
the fact that (ξ(x))x∈Zd are i.i.d., we can integrate out ξ to write
Zγ,t = E
ξ
[
E
X
0
[
exp
{
− γ
∫ t
0
ξ(X(s)) ds
}]]
= EX0
[
e
∑
x∈Zd
H(γLt(x))
]
, (2.1)
where Lt(x) :=
∫ t
0 1{Xs=x} ds is the local time of X, and
H(t) := lnEξ[e−tξ(0)]. (2.2)
In the special case γ = ∞ and ξ(x) are i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables with P(ξ(0) = 0) = p, the
so-called Bernoulli trap model with hard traps, the expression simplifies to
Z∞,t = EX0
[
p|Ranges∈[0,t](X(s))|
]
= EX0
[
e|Ranges∈[0,t](X(s))| ln p
]
, (2.3)
where Ranges∈[0,t](X(s)) := {X(s) ∈ Zd : s ∈ [0, t]} is the range of X by time t. The asymptotic
analysis of Z∞,t, and its continuum analogue, the Wiener sausage, were carried out by Donsker and
Varadhan in a series of celebrated works [DV75, DV79] using large deviation techniques. The basic
heuristics is that the random walk chooses to stay within a spatial window of scale 1≪ αt ≪
√
t, and
within that window, the random walk occupation time measure realizes an optimal profile. Using the
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large deviation principle for the random walk occupation time measure on spatial scale αt, one can
then optimize over the scale αt and the occupation time profile to derive a variational representation
for the asymptotics of Z∞,t. See e.g. [K16, Sec. 4.2] and the references therein. Here we only sketch
how to identify the optimal scale αt.
In representation (2.3) there are two competing effects: the exponential factor which becomes large
when |Ranget(X)| is small, and the probabilistic cost of a random walk having a small range. If, as the
Faber-Krahn inequality suggests, we assume that the expectation in (2.3) is attained by Ranget(X)
being roughly a ball of radius αt, then e
|Ranget(X)| ln p ≈ e−c1αdt , while PX0 (sup0≤s≤t ‖Xs‖ ≤ αt) ≈
e−c2t/α
2
t due to Brownian scaling with c1 and c2 positive constants. Hence,
Z∞,t = EX0
[
e|Ranget(X)| ln p
] ≈ exp{− inf
1≪αt≪
√
t
(c1α
d
t + c2t/α
2
t )
}
= e−c3t
d
d+2
, (2.4)
where we find that the optimal scale is αt ≈ t
1
d+2 .
Alternatively, we can first identify the optimal profile for the trapping potential ξ, which is to
create a clearing free of traps in a ball of radius αt around the origin, and the random walk in such
a potential is then forced to stay within this region. The probability of the first event is of the order
e−c1αdt , while the probability of the second event is of the order e−c2t/α2t , which leads to the same
optimal choice of αt ≈ t
1
d+2 .
For more general ξ and γ, one can still analyze (2.1) via large deviations of the random walk
occupation time measure. Suppose that the random walk is confined to a box [−Rαt, Rαt]d for some
R > 0 and scale 1 ≪ αt ≪ t1/d, and let L˜t(y) := α
d
t
t Lt(⌊αty⌋), y ∈ [−R,R]d, denote the rescaled
occupation time measure. Furthermore, assume that the generating function H in (2.2) satisfies the
assumption
(H) : lim
t↑∞
H(ty)− yH(t)
η(t)
= Ĥ(y) 6= 0 for y 6= 1, (2.5)
for some Ĥ : (0,∞) → R and continuous η : (0,∞) → (0,∞) with limt→∞ η(t)/t ∈ [0,∞]. The
assumption (H) essentially ensures an appropriate regularity in the right tail of the distribution of
−ξ(0). We can then rewrite (2.1) as
Zγ,t = E
X
0
[
exp
{
η
( γt
αdt
) ∑
x∈Zd
H
(
γt
αdt
L˜t
(
x
αt
))− L˜t( xαt )H( γtαdt
)
η
(
γt
αdt
) }]eαdtH
(
γt
αdt
)
≈ eα
d
tH
(
γt
αdt
)
E
X
0
[
exp
{
η
( γt
αdt
) ∑
x∈Zd
Ĥ
(
L˜t
( x
αt
))}]
≈ eα
d
tH
(
γt
αdt
)
E
X
0
[
exp
{
η
( γt
αdt
)
αdt
∫
Rd
Ĥ
(
L˜t(y)
)
dy
}]
= e
αdtH
(
γt
αdt
)
E
X
0
[
exp
{ t
α2t
∫
Rd
Ĥ
(
L˜t(y)
)
dy
}]
, (2.6)
where the scale αt is chosen to satisfy
η
( γt
αdt
)
αdt =
t
α2t
, (2.7)
so that in (2.6), the exponential term is comparable to the large deviation probability of the random
walk confined in a spatial window of scale αt. Similar to the Bernoulli hard trap case, the asymptotics
of Zγ,t can then be identified using the large deviation principle for the random walk occupation time
measure on the scale αt.
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Alternatively, we can first identify the optimal profile ψ(αt·) for the trapping potential ξ on the
spatial scale αt. The survival probability of a random walk in such a potential then decays like
eλψt/α
2
t , where λψ is the principal eigenvalue of ∆− γψ. In principle, the asymptotics of Zγ,t can then
be identified by applying a large deviation principle for the potential ξ on the spatial scale αt, and
then optimizing over αt and ψ. In practice, this approach has been difficult to implement, and the
large deviation approach outlined above has been the standard route in the study of the PAM [K16,
Sec. 3.2].
We remark that the heuristics above applies when the scale αt chosen as in (2.7) tends to infinity
as t tends to infinity. However, there are also interesting cases where αt remains bounded or even
αt = 1. Under assumption (H) in (2.5), there are in fact four classes of potentials [HKM06], each
determined by the right tail probability of −ξ(0):
(a) potentials with tails heavier than those of the double-exponential distribution;
(b) double-exponentially distributed potentials, i.e., P(−ξ(0) > r) = e−er/ρ for some ρ ∈ (0,∞);
(c) so-called almost bounded potentials;
(d) bounded potentials.
What distinguishes the four classes are different scales αt, with αt = 1 in case (a), also known as the
single peak case; αt stays bounded in case (b), where the potential follows the double exponential
distribution; 1 ≪ αt ≪ tǫ for any ǫ > 0 in case (c); and αt → ∞ faster than some power of t in case
(d), which includes in particular the Bernoulli trap model, the discrete analogue of Brownian motion
among Poisson obstacles. In the annealed setting, the potential ξ realizes an optimal profile on a
so-called intermittent island of spatial scale αt centered around the origin, and the walk then stays
confined in that island. For further details, see [K16, Chapter 3] and the references therein.
The heuristics sketched above also suggests what the annealed path measure Pγ,t should look
like, namely, the random walk X should fluctuate on the spatial scale αt. If αt → ∞, then after
diffusively rescaling space-time by (α−1t , α
−2
t ), we expect the random walk to converge to a Brownian
motion h-transformed by the principal eigenfunction of ∆ − γψ, where ψ(αt·) is the optimal profile
the potential ξ realizes on the intermittent island of scale αt, and with Dirichlet boundary condition
off the intermittent island. In practice, however, identifying the path behavior requires obtaining
second-order asymptotics for the annealed survival probability Zγ,t, and complete results have only
been obtained in special cases.
Indeed, for the continuum model of a Brownian motion (X(s))s∈[0,∞) among Poisson obstacles in
d = 1, Schmock [S90] (hard obstacles) and Sethuraman [S03] (soft obstacles) have shown that under
the annealed path measure Pγ,t, the law of (t
− 1
3X(s · t 23 ))s∈[0,∞) converges weakly to a mixture of the
laws of so-called Brownian taboo processes, i.e., a mixture of Brownian motions conditioned to stay
inside a randomly centered interval of length (π2/ν)
1
3 , and the distribution of the random center can
also be determined explicitly (here ν is the Poisson intensity of the traps). In particular, this result
implies that typical annealed fluctuations for the Brownian motion among Poisson obstacles are of the
order t
1
3 in d = 1. Similar convergence results have been proved by Sznitman in dimension 2 [S91], and
as observed by Povel in [P99], can also be established in dimensions d ≥ 3, where Brownian motion
is confined to a ball with radius of the order t
1
d+2 . For the Bernoulli trap model in dimension 2, path
confinement to a ball with radius of the order t
1
4 has been proved by Bolthausen in [B94].
In the lattice setting, when the potential (ξ(x))x∈Zd is i.i.d. with double exponential distribution
(class (b) above), the intermittent islands are bounded in size, and it is known that the rescaled
occupation time measure L˜t(x) = Lt(x)/t, x ∈ Zd, converges to a deterministic measure with a
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random shift, and the distribution of the random shift can also be identified explicitly [K16, Theorem
7.2]. The convergence of the annealed path measure should follow by the same proof techniques,
although it does not seem to have been formulated explicitly in the literature. For potentials in class
(a) above, where the intermittent island is a single site, the same result should hold, and the quenched
setting leads to more interesting results (see e.g. the survey [M11]).
2.2 Quenched Asymptotics
In the quenched setting, the random walk X must seek out regions in space that are favorable for its
survival. The heuristics is that, one may first confine the random walk to a box Λt of spatial scale
t(ln t)2, and within Λt, there are intermittent islands of an optimal spatial scale α˜t, on which ξ is close
to minx∈Λt ξ(x) and takes on an optimal deterministic profile that favors the random walk’s survival.
The random walk then seeks out an optimal intermittent island and stays there until time t, where
the choice of the island depends on the balance between the cost for the random walk to get there in
a short time and the probability of surviving on the island until time t.
For instance, for Brownian motion among Poisson obstacles (or the Bernoulli trap model), the
intermittent islands should be balls containing no obstacles, and it is then easy to see that within
Λt, the largest such intermittent islands should have spatial scale of the order α˜t = (ln t)
1/d, which
suggests that the quenched survival probability Zξγ,t should decay like e
−ct/(ln t)2/d . For i.i.d. potential
ξ on Zd satisfying assumption (H) in (2.5), the scale α˜t for the intermittent islands can be determined
similarly by considering the following:
(a) the large deviation probability of ξ achieving a non-trivial profile on the intermittent island after
suitable centering and scaling;
(b) a balance between this large deviation probability and the probability that the random walk
survives on the intermittent island until time t;
(c) and the requirement that there should be of order one such islands in Λt.
It turns out that α˜t = αβ(t), where β(t) is another scale satisfying
β(t)
α2β(t)
= ln(td). (2.8)
See e.g. [K16, Sec. 5.1] for further details. Note that if αt = t
ǫ for some ǫ ∈ [0, 1/2), then β(t) =
(d ln t)
1
1−2ǫ . This implies that the size of the quenched intermittent islands is of the same order as
the size of the annealed intermittent islands when the latter is bounded, and is much smaller when
the latter grows to infinity. The heuristic picture above leads to a sharp lower bound on Zξγ,t. The
challenge is to obtain the matching upper bound, as well as to identify finer asymptotics to draw
conclusions about the quenched path measure P ξγ,t.
The main tools are spectral techniques. The exponential rate of decay of the quenched survival
probability Zξγ,t is given by the principal eigenvalue of ∆−γξ on the box Λt. Different techniques have
been developed to bound the principal eigenvalue. For Brownian motion among Poisson obstacles,
Sznitman developed the method of enlargement of obstacles (MEO), which resulted in the monograph
[S98]. The basic idea is to enlarge the obstacles to reduce the combinatorial complexity, without
significantly altering the principal eigenvalue of ∆ − γξ in Λt. We refer to the review [K00] and the
monograph [S98] for further details. The MEO was adapted to the lattice setting in [A95]. In the
lattice setting, a different approach has been developed in the context of the PAM. One divides Λt
into microboxes of scale α˜t. The principal Dirichlet eigenvalues of ∆− γξ on the microboxes are i.i.d.
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random variables, and spectral domain decomposition techniques allow one to control the principal
eigenvalue on Λt in terms of the principal eigenvalues on the microboxes. This reduces the analysis to
an extreme value problem, where the random walk optimizes over the choice of the microbox to go to
and the cost of getting there (see [K16, Sec. 4.4, Sec. 6.3]). We note that there is also a simple way to
transfer the annealed asymptotics for the survival probability to the quenched asymptotics using the
so-called Liftshitz tail, as shown by Fukushima in [F09].
As the heuristics suggest, under the quenched measure, the random walk should seek out one of the
optimal intermittent islands and stay there until time t. This has been partially verified. For Brownian
motion among Poisson obstacles, Sznitman [S98] used the MEO to show that the quenched survival
probability decays asymptotically as e−(C+o(1))t/(ln t)
2/d
. The expected picture is that there are to(1)
many intermittent islands, with size to(1) and mutual distance t1−o(1) to each other and to the origin,
and the time when the Brownian motion first enters one of the intermittent islands is o(t). This has
been rigorously verified in dimension 1 (see e.g. [S98, Chapter 6]). But in higher dimensions, there is
still a lack of control on the time of entering the intermittent islands. Much more precise control on the
size and number of intermittent islands have recently been obtained by Ding and Xu for the Bernoulli
hard trap model [DX17]: there are at most (log n)a many intermittent islands, with size at most
(log n)b for some a, b > 0, and their distance to the origin is at least n/(log n)a. For the PAM on Zd
with i.i.d. potential (ξ(x))x∈Zd satisfying assumption (H) in (2.5), sharp asymptotics for the quenched
survival probability has been obtained in all cases (see [K16, Theorem 5.1] and the references therein).
When the trapping potential (ξ(x))x∈Zd are i.i.d. with double exponential distribution, the eigenvalue
order statistics has been successfully analyzed in [BK16], the quenched path measure has been shown
to concentrate on a single island at a distance of the order t/(ln t ln ln ln t) from the origin, and the
scaling limit of the quenched path measure has been obtained (see [BKS16] or [K16, Theorem 6.5]).
Similar results have been obtained for potentials with heavier tails, for which the intermittent islands
consists of single sites (see [K16, Sec. 6.4] or [M11]).
3 Mobile Traps
There have been few mathematical results on the trapping problem with mobile traps. Redig [R94]
considered trapping potential ξ generated by a reversible Markov process, such as a Poisson field
of independent random walks or the symmetric exclusion process in equilibrium, and he obtained
exponential upper bounds on the annealed survival probability using spectral techniques for the process
of traps viewed from the random walk. When ξ is generated by a single mobile trap, i.e., ξ(t, x) =
δx(Yt) for a simple symmetric random walk Y on Z
d, Schnitzler and Wolff [SW12] have computed
the asymptotics of the decay of the annealed survival probability via explicit calculations. The large
deviation and spectral techniques outlined in Section 2 for immobile traps largely fail for mobile traps,
and new techniques need to be developed.
Recently, we investigated further the model where ξ is generated by a Poisson field of independent
random walks, previously considered in [R94]. More precisely, given ν > 0, let (Ny)y∈Zd be a family
of i.i.d. Poisson random variables with mean ν. We then start a family of independent random walks
(Y j,y)y∈Zd, 1≤j≤Ny on Z
d, each with jump rate ρ ≥ 0 and Y j,y := (Y j,yt )t≥0 denotes the path of the
j-th trap starting from y at time 0. For t ≥ 0 and x ∈ Zd, we then define
ξ(t, x) :=
∑
y∈Zd, 1≤j≤Ny
δx(Y
j,y
t ) (3.1)
which counts the number of traps at site x at time t. When ρ = 0, we recover the case of immobile
traps.
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For trapping potential ξ defined as in (3.1), there are no systematic tools except the Poisson
structure of the traps. The only known results so far are: (1) The quenched survival probability
decays at a well-defined exponential rate in all dimensions, while the annealed survival probability
decays sub-exponentially in dimensions d = 1 and 2 and exponentially in d ≥ 3 [DGRS12]; (2) The
random walk is sub-diffusive under the annealed path measure in dimension d = 1 [ADS16]. We will
review these results in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 below. We will assume for the rest of this section that ξ
is defined as in (3.1).
We remark that in the physics literature, recent studies of the trapping problem with mobile traps
have focused on the annealed survival probability [MOBC03, MOBC04], and the particle and trap
motion may also be sub-diffusive (see e.g. [YOLBK08, BAY09], and also [CS14] for some mathematical
results). In the recent mathematics literature, continuum analogues of the results in [DGRS12] on
the survival probability were also obtained in [PSSS13], where the traps move as a Poisson collection
of independent Brownian motions in Rd. Further extensions to Le´vy trap motion were carried out in
[DSS14].
3.1 Decay of survival probabilities
The precise rate of decay of the annealed and quenched survival probabilities were determined in
[DGRS12]. Recall that γ, κ, ρ and ν are respectively the rate of killing per trap, the jump rate of the
random walk X, the jump rate of the traps, and the density of the traps.
Theorem 3.1. [Quenched survival probability] Assume that d ≥ 1, γ > 0, κ ≥ 0, ρ > 0 and
ν > 0, and the traps as well as the walk X follow independent simple symmetric random walks. Then
there exists λqd,γ,κ,ρ,ν deterministic such that P
ξ-a.s.,
Zξγ,t = exp
{− λqd,γ,κ,ρ,ν t(1 + o(1))} as t→∞. (3.2)
Furthermore, 0 < λqd,γ,κ,ρ,ν ≤ γν + κ.
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is based on the sub-additive ergodic theorem [DGRS12].
Theorem 3.2. [Annealed survival probability] Assume that γ ∈ (0,∞], κ ≥ 0, ρ > 0 and ν > 0,
and the traps as well as the walk X follow independent simple symmetric random walks. Then
Zγ,t = E
ξ[Zξγ,t] =


exp
{
− ν
√
8ρt
π
(1 + o(1))
}
, d = 1,
exp
{
− νπρ t
ln t
(1 + o(1))
}
, d = 2,
exp
{
− λad,γ,κ,ρ,ν t(1 + o(1))
}
, d ≥ 3.
(3.3)
Furthermore, λad,γ,κ,ρ,ν ≥ λad,γ,0,ρ,ν = νγ/(1+ γGd(0)ρ ), where Gd(0) :=
∫∞
0 pt(0) dt is the Green function
of a simple symmetric random walk on Zd with jump rate 1 and transition kernel pt(·).
Note that in dimensions d = 1 and 2, the annealed survival probability decays sub-exponentially, and
the pre-factor in front of the decay rate is independent of γ ∈ (0,∞] and κ ≥ 0.
Although Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 were proved in [DGRS12] for traps and X following simple sym-
metric random walks, they can be easily extended to more general symmetric random walks with mean
zero and finite variance.
We sketch below the proof of Theorem 3.2 and the main tools used in [DGRS12]. The first step
is to integrate out the Poisson random field ξ and derive suitable representations for the annealed
survival probability Zγ,t.
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Representation of Zγ,t in terms of random walk range: Given the Poisson field ξ defined as in
(3.1), we can integrate out ξ to obtain
Zγ,t = E
ξ[Zξγ,t] = E
X
0 E
ξ
[
exp
{
−γ
∫ t
0
ξ(s,X(s)) ds
}]
= EX0
[
exp
{
ν
∑
y∈Zd
(vX(t, y)− 1)
}]
, (3.4)
where conditional on X,
vX(t, y) = E
Y
y
[
exp
{
−γ
∫ t
0
δ0(Y (s)−X(s)) ds
}]
(3.5)
with EYy [·] denoting expectation with respect to the motion of a trap starting at y.
When γ =∞, we can interpret
vX(t, y) = P
Y
y
(
Y (s) 6= X(s)∀ s ∈ [0, t]),
which leads to
Z∞,t = EX0
[
exp
{
− ν
∑
y∈Zd
P
Y
y
(
Y (s)−X(s) = 0 for some s ∈ [0, t])}]
= EX0
[
exp
{
− ν
∑
y∈Zd
P
Y
0
(
Y (s)−X(s) = −y for some s ∈ [0, t])}]
= EX0
[
exp
{
− νEY0
[∣∣Ranges∈[0,t](Y (s)−X(s))∣∣]}],
(3.6)
where we recall
Ranges∈[0,t](Y (s)−X(s)) = {Y (s)−X(s) ∈ Z : s ∈ [0, t]}. (3.7)
from (2.3).
When γ ∈ (0,∞), we can give a similar representation of Zγ,t in terms of the range of Y − X.
More precisely, let T := {T1, T2, . . .} ⊂ [0,∞) be an independent Poisson point process on [0,∞) with
intensity γ, and define
SoftRanges∈[0,t](Y (s)−X(s)) := {Y (Tk)−X(Tk) : k ∈ N, Tk ∈ [0, t]}. (3.8)
Then we have
Zγ,t = E
X
0
[
exp
{
− νEY,T0
[∣∣SoftRanges∈[0,t](Y (s)−X(s))∣∣]}], (3.9)
where EY,T0 denotes expectation with respect to both Y and the Poisson point process T .
Alternative representation of Zγ,t: We now derive an alternative representation of Zγ,t which will
turn out useful below e.g. for showing the existence of an asymptotic exponential decay of the survival
probability. For this purpose, note that the time-reversed process ξ˜(s, ·) := ξ(t − s, ·), s ∈ [0, t], is
also the occupation field of a Poisson system of random walks, where each walk follows the law of
Y˜ := −Y , which is the same as that of Y by symmetry. We can then write
Zγ,t = E
X
0 E
ξ
[
exp
{
−γ
∫ t
0
ξ˜(t− s,X(s)) ds
}]
= EX0
[
exp
{
ν
∑
y∈Zd
(v˜X(t, y)− 1)
}]
, (3.10)
where
v˜X(t, y) = E
Y˜
y
[
exp
{
−γ
∫ t
0
δ0(Y˜ (t− s)−X(s)) ds
}]
. (3.11)
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Let L˜ denote the generator of Y˜ . Then by the Feynman-Kac formula, (v˜X(t, y))t≥0,y∈Zd solves the
equation
∂
∂t
v˜X(t, y) = L˜v˜X(t, y)− γδX(t)(y) v˜X(t, y),
v˜X(0, ·) ≡ 1,
y ∈ Zd, t ≥ 0, (3.12)
which implies that ΣX(t) :=
∑
y∈Zd(v˜X(t, y)− 1) is the solution of the equation
d
dt
ΣX(t) = −γv˜X(t,X(t)),
ΣX(0) = 0.
(3.13)
Hence, ΣX(t) = −γ
∫ t
0 v˜X(s,X(s)) ds, which leads to the alternative representation
Zγ,t = E
X
0
[
exp
{
−νγ
∫ t
0
v˜X(s,X(s)) ds
}]
. (3.14)
Existence of limt→∞ 1t lnZγ,t: From the representation (3.14), it is easily seen that lnZγ,t is super-
additive, which implies the existence of limt→∞ 1t lnZγ,t. Indeed, for t1, t2 > 0,
Zγ,t1+t2 = E
X
0
[
exp
{
−νγ
∫ t1
0
v˜X(s,X(s)) ds
}
exp
{
−νγ
∫ t1+t2
t1
v˜X(s,X(s)) ds
}]
≥ EX0
[
exp
{
−νγ
∫ t1
0
v˜X(s,X(s)) ds
}
exp
{
−νγ
∫ t2
0
v˜θt1X(s, (θt1X)(s)) ds
}]
= Zγ,t1Zγ,t2 , (3.15)
where θt1X := ((θt1X)(s))s≥0 = (X(t1 + s) − X(t1))s≥0, we used the independence of (X(s))0≤s≤t1
and ((θt1X)(s))0≤s≤t2 , and the fact that for s > t1,
v˜X(s,X(s)) = E
Y˜
X(s)
[
exp
{
−γ
∫ s
0
δ0(Y˜ (r)−X(s − r)) dr
}]
≤ EY˜X(s)
[
exp
{
−γ
∫ s−t1
0
δ0(Y˜ (r)−X(s − r)) dr
}]
= v˜θt1X(s − t1, (θt1X)(s − t1)).
It then follows by super-additivity that limt→∞ 1t lnZγ,t exists, although the rate is zero in dimensions
1 and 2.
Below we sketch a proof of the precise sub-exponential rates of decay of Zγ,t in dimensions 1 and
2. We refer ther reader to [DGRS12] for details and proof of the case when d = 3..
Lower bound on Zγ,t for d = 1, 2: A lower bound is achieved by clearing a ball of radius Rt around
the origin where there are no traps up to time t, and then force the random walk X to stay inside this
ball up to time t. Optimizing the choice of Rt then gives the desired lower bound which, surprisingly,
turns out to be sharp in dimensions 1 and 2.
Let BRt := {x ∈ Zd : ‖x‖∞ ≤ Rt} denote the L∞ ball of radius Rt centered around the origin,
with Rt to be optimized over later. Let Et denote the event that there are no traps in BRt at time 0,
Ft the event that no traps starting from outside BRt at time 0 will enter BRt before time t, and Gt
the event that the random walk X with X(0) = 0 does not leave BRt before time t. Then we have
Zγ,t ≥ P(Et ∩ Ft ∩Gt) = P(Et)P(Ft)P(Gt). (3.16)
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Since Et is the event that ξ(0, x) = 0 for all x ∈ BRt , where ξ(0, x) are i.i.d. Poisson with mean ν,
we have
P(Et) = e
−ν(2Rt+1)d . (3.17)
To estimate P(Gt), note that for 1 ≪ Rt ≪
√
t, we can approximate X by a Brownian motion and
rescale space-time by (1/Rt, 1/R
2
t ) to obtain the estimate
P(Gt) ≥ e−c1t/R2t (3.18)
for some c1 > 0.
To estimate P(Ft), note that Ft is the event that for each y /∈ BRt , no trap starting at y will enter
BRt before time t. Since the number of traps starting from each y ∈ Zd are i.i.d. Poisson with mean
ν, we obtain
P(Ft) = exp
{
− ν
∑
y/∈BRt
P
Y
y (τBRt ≤ t)
}
, (3.19)
where τBRt is the stopping time when Y enters BRt .
In dimension 1, since we have assumed for simplicity that Y makes nearest-neighbor jumps, we
note that P(Ft) in fact does not depend on the choice of Rt. Furthermore, when Rt = 0, P(Ft) is
easily seen as the annealed survival probability for the trapping problem with instant killing by traps
(γ =∞) and immobile X (κ = 0). The asymptotics of the annealed survival probability was obtained
in [DGRS12, Section 2.2], with
P(Ft) = e
−(1+o(1))ν
√
8ρt/π. (3.20)
We can then combine the estimates for P(Et), P(Ft) and P(Gt) and optimize over Rt to obtain the
lower bound
Zγ,t ≥ e−(1+o(1))ν
√
8ρt/πe−ct
1/3
, (3.21)
where the leading order asymptotics is determined by that of P(Ft), and the second order asymptotics
comes from P(Et)P(Gt), with the optimal choice of Rt being a constant multiple of t
1/3. This lower
bound strategy strongly suggests that the fluctuation of the random walk X under the path measure
Pγ,t will be of the order t
1/3.
In dimension 2, it was shown in [DGRS12, Section 2.3] that if Rt ≪ tǫ for all ǫ > 0, then P(Ft) has
the same leading order asymptotics as the annealed survival probability of the trapping problem with
γ =∞ and κ = 0, which coincides with the asymptotics for Zγ,t stated in (3.3). To obtain the desired
lower bound on Zγ,t, we can then choose any Rt satisfying
√
ln t ≪ Rt ≪ tǫ for any ǫ > 0, which
ensures that P(Et)P(Gt) gives lower order contributions. This suggests that under the path measure
Pγ,t, X fluctuates on a scale between
√
ln t and tǫ for any ǫ > 0. However, to identify the optimal
choice of Rt, we would need to obtain more precise estimates on how P(Ft) depends on Rt.
Upper bound on Zγ,t for d = 1, 2: The key ingredient is what has been named in the physics
literature as the Pascal principle, which asserts that in (3.4), if we condition on the random walk
trajectory X, then the annealed survival probability
ZXγ,t := E
ξ
[
exp
{
−γ
∫ t
0
ξ(s,X(s)) ds
}]
= exp
{
ν
∑
y∈Zd
(vX(t, y)− 1)
}
(3.22)
is maximized when X ≡ 0, provided that the trap motion Y is a symmetric random walk. Therefore
Zγ,t = E
X
0 [Z
X
γ,t] ≤ ZX≡0γ,t , (3.23)
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which has the same leading order asymptotic decay as the case γ = ∞ and κ = 0 that appeared in
the lower bound.
For discrete time random walks under suitable symmetry assumptions, the Pascal principle was
proved by Moreau, Oshanin, Be´nichou and Coppey in [MOBC03, MOBC04], which can then be easily
extended to general continuous time symmetric random walks [DGRS12]. An interesting corollary is
that if Y is a continuous time symmetric random walk, then for any deterministic path X on Zd with
locally finitely many jumps, we have
E
Y
0 [|Ranges∈[0,t](Y (s))|] ≤ EY0 [|Ranges∈[0,t](Y (s) +X(s))|]. (3.24)
I.e., the expected range of a symmetric random walk can only be increased under deterministic per-
turbations.
3.2 Path measures
The only known result so far on the path measures is the following sub-diffusive bound under the
annealed path measure Pγ,t in dimension one, recently proved in [ADS16].
Theorem 3.3 (Sub-diffusivity in dimension one). Let X and the trap motion Y follow continuous time
random walks on Z with jump rates κ, ρ > 0 and non-degenerate jump kernels pX and pY respectively.
Assume that pX has mean zero and pY is symmetric, with∑
x∈Z
eλ
∗|x|pX(x) <∞ and
∑
x∈Z
eλ
∗|x|pY (x) <∞ (3.25)
for some λ∗ > 0. Then there exists α > 0 such that for all ǫ > 0,
Pγ,t
(‖X‖t ∈ (αt 13 , t 1124+ǫ))→ 1 as t→∞. (3.26)
where ‖X‖t := sups∈[0,t] |Xs|.
Since 1124 <
1
2 , this result shows that under the annealed path measure Pγ,t, X is sub-diffusive.
We sketch below the proof strategy followed in [ADS16].
Simple random walk, γ = ∞: Let us assume for simplicity that X and Y are continuous time
simple symmetric random walks, and γ =∞. By (1.4),
P∞,t(X ∈ ·) =
E
X
0
[
ZX∞,t 1X∈·
]
Z∞,t
, (3.27)
where Z∞,t = EX0 [Z
X∞,t] with ZXγ,t defined in (3.22), and by (3.4) and (3.6),
ZX∞,t = exp
{
− νEY0
[∣∣Ranges∈[0,t](Y (s)−X(s))∣∣]}. (3.28)
As shown in the lower bound for the annealed survival probability in (3.16)–(3.21),
Z∞,t ≥ ZX≡0∞,t e−ct
1/3
. (3.29)
Therefore, from (3.27) we obtain
P∞,t(X ∈ ·) ≤ ect1/3EX0
[
ZX∞,t/Z
X≡0
∞,t 1X∈·
]
= ect
1/3
E
X
0
[
e−ν
(
E
Y
0
[∣∣Ranges∈[0,t](Y (s)−X(s))∣∣−∣∣Ranges∈[0,t]Y (s)∣∣]) 1X∈·]. (3.30)
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Note that by the corollary of the Pascal principle (3.24), the exponent in the exponential is negative,
and hence
P∞,t(X ∈ ·) ≤ ect1/3PX0 (X ∈ ·). (3.31)
This implies that
P∞,t(‖X‖t ≤ αt1/3) ≤ ect1/3PX0 (‖X‖t ≤ αt1/3)→ 0 as →∞, (3.32)
if α is sufficiently small, as can be easily seen if X is replaced by a Brownian motion. This proves the
lower bound on the fluctuations.
Proving the sub-diffusive upper bound on X in (3.26) requires finding lower bounds on the dif-
ferences of the ranges in (3.30) for typical realizations of X. Using the fact that X and Y make
nearest-neighbor jumps and Y is symmetric, we have
E
Y
0
[∣∣Ranges∈[0,t](Y (s)−X(s))∣∣] = 1 + EY0 [ sup
s∈[0,t]
(Y (s)−X(s))− inf
s∈[0,t]
(Y (s)−X(s))]
= 1 + EY0
[
sup
s∈[0,t]
(Y (s)−X(s)) + sup
s∈[0,t]
(X(s)− Y (s))]
= 1 + EY0
[
sup
s∈[0,t]
(Y (s)−X(s)) + sup
s∈[0,t]
(Y (s) +X(s))
]
.
(3.33)
Therefore
E
Y
0
[∣∣Ranges∈[0,t](Y (s)−X(s))∣∣ − ∣∣Ranges∈[0,t]Y (s)∣∣]
= EY0
[
sup
s∈[0,t]
(Y (s)−X(s)) + sup
s∈[0,t]
(Y (s) +X(s))− 2 sup
s∈[0,t]
Y (s)
]
. (3.34)
We will show that for any ǫ > 0, uniformly in X with ‖X‖t ≥ t 1124+ǫ,
the above expectation is bounded from below by Ct
1
3
+ǫ, (3.35)
which by (3.30) then implies
P∞,t(‖X‖t ≥ t
11
24
+ǫ) ≤ ect
1
3−Ct 13+ǫ → 0 as t→∞. (3.36)
To bound the expectation in (3.34), first note that we always have
sup
s∈[0,t]
(Y (s)−X(s)) + sup
s∈[0,t]
(Y (s) +X(s))− 2 sup
s∈[0,t]
Y (s) ≥ 0,
in contrast to |Ranges∈[0,t](Y (s)−X(s))| − |Ranges∈[0,t]Y (s)|. Therefore we can restrict to a suitable
subset of trajectories of Y to obtain a lower bound.
Let σX be the first time when X achieves its global maximum in [0, t], and τX ∈ [0, t] the first time
when X achieves its global minimum in [0, t]. If ‖X‖t ≥ t 1124+ǫ, then one of the two sets
S := {s ∈ [0, t] : X(σX)−X(s) ≥ t
11
24
+ǫ/2} and T := {s ∈ [0, t] : X(s)−X(τX) ≥ t
11
24
+ǫ/2}
must have Lebesgue measure at least t/2. Assume w.l.o.g. that |S| ≥ t/2. Then a lower bound on
(3.34) can be obtained by restricting Y to the set of trajectories
F :=
{
σY ∈ S ∩ [t/8, 7t/8] and Y (σY )− Y (σX) ≤ t
11
24
+ǫ/4
}
.
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Indeed, on this event,
sup
s∈[0,t]
(Y (s)−X(s)) + sup
s∈[0,t]
(Y (s) +X(s))− 2 sup
s∈[0,t]
Y (s)
≥ Y (σY )−X(σY ) + Y (σX) +X(σX)− 2Y (σY )
= (X(σX )−X(σY ))− (Y (σY )− Y (σX))
≥ 1
4
t
11
24
+ǫ.
(3.37)
On the other hand, it is easily seen that there exists α > 0 such that uniformly in t large,
P
Y
0 (σY ∈ S ∩ [t/8, 7t/8]) ≥ α. (3.38)
Furthermore, conditioned on σY , (Y (σY )−Y (σY +s))s∈[0,t−σY ] and (Y (σY )−Y (σY −s))s∈[0,σY ] are two
independent random walks conditioned respectively to not hit zero or go below zero. Such conditioned
random walks are comparable to 3-dimensional Bessel processes. Assume w.l.o.g. that σX > σY , then
we have the rough estimate
P
Y
0 (Y (σY )− Y (σX) ≤ t
11
24
+ǫ/4 |σY ) ≥ C PB0 (|B(σX − σY )| ≤ t
11
24
+ǫ/4)
≥ C ′ (t
11
24
+ǫ)3
t
3
2
= C ′t−
1
8
+3ǫ,
(3.39)
where B is a 3-dimensional Brownian motion starting from 0 and its Euclidean norm, |Bt|, is a 3-
dimensional Bessel process, while in the last inequality, we used the local central limit theorem for B
and σX − σY ≤ t. Combining (3.37)–(3.39), we then obtain
E
Y
0
[
sup
s∈[0,t]
(Y (s)−X(s)) + sup
s∈[0,t]
(Y (s) +X(s)) − 2 sup
s∈[0,t]
Y (s)
]
≥ C ′αt− 18+3ǫ t
11
24
+ǫ
4
= C ′′t
1
3
+4ǫ,
(3.40)
which then implies (3.35) and hence (3.36). The above heuristic calculations were made rigorous in
[ADS16].
Simple random walk, γ <∞: When γ <∞, the representation (3.28) for ZX∞,t should be replaced
by
ZXγ,t = exp
{
− νEY,T0
[∣∣SoftRanges∈[0,t](Y (s)−X(s))∣∣]} (3.41)
as can be seen from (3.9). The difficulty then lies in controlling the difference
Fγ,t(Y −X) :=
[∣∣Ranges∈[0,t](Y (s)−X(s))∣∣]− ET [∣∣SoftRanges∈[0,t](Y (s)−X(s))∣∣]
=
∑
x∈Z
e−γL
Y−X
t (x)1LY−Xt (x)>0
, (3.42)
where LY−Xt (x) :=
∫ t
0 1{Y (s)−X(s)=x}ds is the local time of Y − X at x. In [ADS16], this control is
achieved by proving that
sup
t≥e
E
Y
0
[
exp
{ c
ln t
Fγ,t(Y )
}]
<∞, (3.43)
which also leads to interesting bounds on the set of thin points of Y , i.e., the set of x where the local
time LYt (x) is positive but unusually small.
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Non-simple random walks: When X and Y satisfy the assumptions in Theorem 3.3, but are not
necessarily simple random walks, the arguments outlined above can still be salvaged, provided we can
control the difference
Gt(Y ) := sup
s∈[0,t]
Y (s)− inf
s∈[0,t]
Y (s) + 1− |Ranges∈[0,t](Y (s))| =
∑
inf
s∈[0,t]
Y (s)≤x≤ sup
s∈[0,t]
Y (s)
1LYt (x)=0,
(3.44)
which is the total size of the holes in the range of Y . In [ADS16], this control is achieved by proving
sup
t≥e
E
Y
0
[
exp
{ c
ln t
Gt(Y )
}]
<∞. (3.45)
The proof of (3.43) and (3.45) in [ADS16] in fact follow the same line of arguments.
4 Some Open Questions
The large deviation and spectral techniques that have been successful for the trapping problem with
immobile traps largely fail for mobile traps. As a result, many questions remain unanswered for the
trapping problem with mobile traps, even when the traps are just a Poisson system of independent
random walks. We list below some natural open questions.
Open questions:
(1) In dimension 1, we conjecture that under the annealed path measure Pγ,t, X fluctuates on the
scale t1/3, which is based on the lower bound strategy for survival in Section 3.1. In fact, we saw
that the probability that traps from outside the ball of radius Rt do not enter it before time t
does not depend on the choice of Rt, which leaves only the interplay between the cost of clearing
the ball of traps at time 0 and the cost of the forcing the walk to stay within the ball up to time
t. This is also what happens in the case of immobile traps, which leads us to conjecture that not
only the fluctuation is on the same scale of t1/3 [S90, S03], but also the rescaled paths converge
to the same limit.
(2) In dimension 2, the lower bound strategy for the annealed survival probability suggests that
under the annealed path measure Pγ,t, X fluctuates on a scale Rt with
√
ln t ≪ Rt ≪ tǫ for all
ǫ > 0. The correct scale of Rt still needs to be determined. In dimension 1, we heavily used
the fact that the range of a random walk is essentially captured by its maximum and minimum.
This is no longer applicable in dimensions d ≥ 2, and new techniques need to be developed.
(3) In dimensions d ≥ 3, if we follow the same lower bound strategy for the annealed survival
probability, then it is not difficult to see that the optimal size of the ball which is free of traps
should be of order one instead of diverging as in dimensions 1 and 2. This seems to suggest that
under the annealed path measure Pγ,t, X should be localized near the origin. On the other hand,
it is also reasonable to expect that the interaction between the traps and the random walk X
will create a clearing around X in a time of order 1, and random fluctuations will then cause the
clearing and X to undergo diffusive motion, leading to a central limit theorem and invariance
principle for X under Pγ,t. We conjecture that the second scenario is what actually happens.
(4) What can we say about the quenched path measure P ξγ,t? For Brownian motion among Poisson
obstacles, Sznitman [S98] has shown that the particle X seeks out pockets of space free of traps.
There is a balance between the cost of going further away from the starting point to find larger
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pockets and the benefit of surviving in a larger pocket, which leads to super-diffusive motion
under the quenched path measure (as pointed out to us by R. Fukushima, this follows from
results in [S98]; and see [DX17] for the Bernoulli hard trap model). When the traps are mobile,
these pockets of space free of traps are destroyed quickly and become much more rare. Would
X still be super-diffusive under the quenched path measure?
(5) In our analysis, we heavily used the fact that the random trapping potential ξ is a Poisson field.
One could also consider ξ generated by other interacting particle systems, such as the exclusion
process or the voter model as Ga¨rtner et al considered in the context of the parabolic Anderson
model [GHM09, GHM12]. Their analysis has focused on the exponential asymptotics of the
quenched and annealed solution of the PAM. The path behavior of the corresponding trapping
problem remains open. The behavior is expected to be similar when ξ is the occupation field
of either the symmetric exclusion process or the Poisson system of independent random walks,
because the two particle systems have the same large scale space-time fluctuations.
(6) It is natural to also consider the case when the random walk moves with a deterministic drift.
If we follow the lower bound strategy of creating a ball centered at the origin free of traps, then
there is an exponential cost for the random walk to stay within that region, while leaving the
region will also incur an exponential cost depending on γ, the rate of killing when the walk
meets a trap. Depending the strength of the drift relative to γ, it is conceivable that there is a
transition in the path behavior as the drift varies, such that when the drift is small, the random
walk is localized near the origin just as in the case of zero drift, and when the drift becomes
sufficiently large, the random walk becomes delocalized. This is also a question of active interest
for the PAM with immobile traps (see e.g. [K16, Sec. 7.10], [S98, Sec. 5.4 & 7.3]).
(7) In Theorem 3.2 on the asymptotics of the annealed survival probability, we note that in di-
mensions 1 and 2, the precise rate of decay of Zγ,t does not depend on the killing rate γ. The
heuristics is that as long as γ > 0, the random walk X would not see the traps under the an-
nealed path measure. This suggests sending γ = γt → 0 as t → ∞ in order to see non-trivial
dependence on the killing rate. In dimension 1, the correct rate is γt = γ˜/
√
t, and in dimension
2, γt = γ˜/ ln t. Decaying killing rate has been considered in the immobile trap case, see [K16,
Sec. 7.3.3] and the references therein.
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